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Chairman’s Message
Greetings fellow Rotational Molding Division members:
Even though 2015 is coming to an end, it is not going out
quietly. The board has a number of things they are actively
working on, and at the top of the list is our 2016 TOPCON.
The TOPCON team, headed by past chair, Rob Donaldson,
and board member Larry Whittemore, is gearing up for a topnotch TOPCON. Rob and Larry have several speakers lined
up already, and they are actively seeking a few more from
industry.
Both ARM and RotoWorld magazine were invited to our
2016 TOPCON, and they are expected to provide attendees.
We are looking forward to their attendance.
Several board members attended the ARM meeting in Denver, Colorado, in early November. There were a lot of good
presentations as well as some great networking. We will be
sharing a booth with ARM at the IDSA show again this coming year, and we are looking forward to the show.

Gary McQuay

With this being the last newsletter of 2015, I want to take the
opportunity to wish everyone a safe and happy holiday season. 2016 promises to be exciting and prosperous, and I am
looking forward to all the opportunities it presents. I hope
you can join me.

Newsletter Comments/Questions? Contact:

Sponsorship: Russ Boyle at
russ.boyle@gulfviewplastics.com
or call (727) 379-3072
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Meet Our Members

GLENN L. BEALL
Glenn Beall Plastics Limited
Glenn Beall is an engineer, author, seminar instructor, consultant, expert witness, inventor and a plastics industry activist, but most of all he is a product
designer.
He has been involved in plastic product design since receiving his B.S.
degree from Bradley University in 1957. He worked for General Electric and
Abbott Laboratories before forming his own Product Design & Development company in 1968. Thirty-five patents have been issued in his name.
An industry activist, he joined the Society of Plastics Engineers in 1960. He served as President of SPE's
Chicago Section before chairing the Society's National Membership, Divisions, Constitution & Bylaws, Seminars,
and John W. Hyatt Awards Committees. He is a Past President and Charter Member of the Mold Making & Mold
Design and Medical Plastics divisions, and a Founder and Past President of the Product Design & Development
Division and the Rotational Molding division.
His efforts on behalf of SPE have been acknowledged with the Society's Outstanding Service Award
(1970), President's Cup (1983), Outstanding Achievement in Education Award (1993), International Award (2003)
and Excellence in Mentoring Award (2014).
Glenn is an Honored Service Member, Fellow and Distinguished Member of the Society. The hallmark of
his SPE work is the thousands of people who attended the Plastics Technology seminars he taught from 1973
through 2008.

The Rotational Molding Division endorses the leading magazine for rotational molding information Rotoworld. See www.rotoworldmag.com or call 512.894.4106.
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In The News

Avantech Breaks Ground on
New Facility and Names
New President
BRAINERD, MINN. — Avantech, a Minnesota-based manufacturer of tooling solutions to the global plastics industry, held a ground-breaking ceremony at the site of its new corporate headquarters and manufacturing facilities in
Baxter, MN. The new site is minutes away from its current location in Brainerd, MN.
The new construction project will be carried out in two phases. Phase one - construction for a 43,000-square-foot facility on 6.5 acres - has already begun. Offices, administrative functions, and CNC-machine tool-building capabilities
will be moved to the new facility in this first phase.
The second phase, to occur within the next three years, involves construction of an additional 24,000 square feet to
house Avantech’s pattern creation, prototype development, and cast-aluminum tooling foundry, currently located in
Brainerd.
“Our successful history has built the foundation for an exciting future”, said Tom Haglin, Avantech’s CEO, who with
his wife and co-owner, Ellen, acquired the company in 2012. “We want to help our customers expand their business
footprint globally.”
Avantech has invested substantially in CNC machinery, enhancing their services and capabilities. From involvement
at the beginning stages of product design to delivering highly engineered tools, Avantech’s solutions-focused approach has facilitated steady growth and establishment of customer partnerships throughout the global plastics industry.
Avantech also announced recently the promotion of Tom Innis, formerly the company’s vice president of sales and
marketing, to the position of president, effective October 1st, 2015. In addition to his organizational leadership role
Innis will continue to direct the company’s sales and marketing efforts as he has done since joining Avantech in 2013.
“We’re excited to move Tom into the leadership role at Avantech”, said Haglin. “In addition to his vast understanding of the rotational molding industry, he brings energy, leadership, and strategic vision to help move the Avantech
business forward.”
Innis, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and La Universidad Ibero-Americana (Mexico City), joined
the rotational molding industry in 1996 and has since held leadership positions with several established industry suppliers. Innis has also been active in the Association of Rotational Molders (ARM) and the Society of Plastic Engineers
(SPE) Rotomolding Division, contributing to both organizations’ board of directors and committee-related initiatives
during his industry tenure.
“This (promotion to president) is a tremendous honor, and I’m very excited and grateful for the opportunity to help
lead Avantech into the future”, commented Innis who, in addition to his rotational molding market experience, includes executive-level leadership in the steel industry on his résumé. “We have a motivated, capable Avantech
team—it’s a privilege to play a key role in driving the business forward.”
Avantech is a trusted manufacturer of quality tooling to plastic manufacturers worldwide. Industries served include
agriculture, healthcare, outdoor recreation, floor care, watersports, home furnishings, construction, materials handling,
and children’s toys.
To learn more, visit the company’s website at avantech.com
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Industry News

SMART: A New Era in
Rotational Moulding
Unmatched rotational product quality in
half the cycle time
Persico Industrial, a company already known for innovation
in rotational moulding, has now developed a brand-new technology
called SMART (Simple, Maintenance Friendly, Affordable, Reliable, Time-to-market).
Simple, yet flexible, SMART is the best rotational moulding system
available today for the manufacture of:




Very high-quality rotational parts in medium-sized quantities.
A wide range of Rotational moulded products on the same
machine
High-tech parts requiring close tolerances or complex geometries.

What’s more, SMART is the ideal choice for:
 Material producers and researchers who want to experiment with
new rotomoulding materials and moulding conditions.
 Newcomers to the field of rotational moulding who want userfriendly implementation.

SMART Design Objectives
SMART, an alternative to Persico’s standard Leonardo system, has been designed with the following goals in mind:



To achieve greater flexibility
To reduce investment costs

At the same time, SMART technology has incorporated the fundamental objectives of the Leonardo system:
 To eliminate both the conventional oven and cooling chamber
 To guarantee consistent parts moulded under optimal conditions

SMART Technology Highlights
Unlike conventional rotomoulding systems that are controlled merely by preset times, SMART monitors and controls the air temperature inside the mould continuously throughout the process, so that:



Heating and cooling times are automatically adjusted to the changing sur r ounding conditions.
The moulded parts are always consistent and high quality.

Continued on page 6
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Continued from Page 5

SMART has a compact footprint, because loading,
heating, cooling and unloading can all take place in
the same area.
Each aluminium mould is heated by numerous electrical resistors housed in grooves on the moulds outer surface. The heated surface is divided into 18 or
24 independently and continuously monitored
temperature control zones.

SMART Advantages
SMART’s innovative features lead to the following
benefits:





Energy savings of up to 30% (heat is supplied only to the
mould).
 Practically instantaneous daily startup even without the operator’s presence (no oven preheat and no gas burner to be monitored).
 Much shorter heating cycles than in the traditional process
(mould temperature can be increased rapidly).
 Walls with different thicknesses are feasible (a different temperature can be set for each mould control zone).
 Excellent wall thickness uniformity is also possible (the same
temperature can be obtained at each point of the mould’s inner
surface, even in the case of double walls).
 Less deformation and reduced weight of the moulded part, in
addition to shorter cycle times and less raw material used (up to
30% less, depending on the geometry).
 Moulds on the same arm can operate at completely different
temperatures, in contrast to the conventional process.
A wide range of materials can be processed, including materials sensitive to oxidation such as PA6 (the desired gas
can be used inside the mould); high-temperature resistant engineering plastics such as PC, ECTFE, PVDF, PEEK
(surface temperatures up to 350°C can be reached); and crosslinkable PE (just the right amount of crosslinking is
always attained). The photo above shows a complex polycarbonate item produced with SMART:

SMART Technology Special Features and Options
SMART systems have numerous innovative features and optional
accessories:
A powerful external air cooling system, consisting of 6 fans positioned on the arm and optional Venturi devices, creates an air jet
which hits the mould much more consistently than in a traditional
rotomoulding machine, because the fans rotate together with the
arm. The external cooling system is combined with internal cooling
by air or water. As no water is used on the outer sur face of the
mould, the temperature of the moulded part decreases uniformly,
thereby drastically reducing deformation.
The arm is equipped with brush slip rings and other devices to deliver electricity, air and control signals to the rotating mould support
platform. As the machine operates at ambient temperature rather
Continued on page 7
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Continued from Page 6

than in an oven and the absence of water for exterior cooling,
any standard pneumatic or electrical accessories, as well as
standard arm lubrication greases, may be used.
Optional equipment to control pressure and create a vacuum
inside the mould can be added, in or der to achieve a virtual
total absence of internal and surface bubbles on the moulded
part. This results in superior aesthetic appearance and impact
resistance.

1. surface and cross section magnification with no internal pressure/vacuum application

2. surface and cross section magnification when internal pressure/vacuum are applied
To maximize productivity, an optional quick-change frame system
can be installed to reduce mould loading/unloading downtime to
practically zero. When one mould is swapped for another , the
mechanical, electrical and pneumatic connections are made simultaneously, so the SMART machine never has to be stopped. While the
operator alongside the machine handles the routine work on the
mould just unloaded (mould opening, part unloading, powder loading
and mould closing), the mould just loaded on the machine immediately starts the moulding process.
A special servo-controlled motor adjusts the arm counterweight
position after a frame change, if necessar y. SMART also has an
optional recognition device to automatically detect the frame and
load the corresponding recipe, counterweight position and all other
production parameters (mould temperature, shot weight and others).
Continued on page 8
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SMART Arm Sizes
SMART is now available in three different arm sizes (compared below with approximately similar-sized offset
arms of conventional machines).

SMART V. 1.8: This can be compared approximately on height as handling the same capacity as
a conventional offset arm in a machine with a diameter of 75 in. (1900 mm.) or on width with a
conventional machine with a diameter of 88 in.
(2200 mm.).

SMART V. 2.4: This can be compared approximately on height as handling the same capacity as
a conventional offset arm in a machine with a diameter of 100 in. (2500 mm.) or on width with a
conventional machine with a diameter of 120 in.
(3000 mm.).

SMART V. 2.8: This can be compared approximately on height as handling the same capacity as
a conventional offset arm in a machine with a diameter of 100 in. (2500 mm.) or on width with a
conventional machine with a diameter of 140 in.
(3500 mm.).

Continued on page 9

Submit your news story or
technical article to the
RMD Newsletter !
The submission deadline for the next addition is March 1st.
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The SMART Revolution

Continued from Page 8

SMART is a revolutionary system in all respects, providing
cutting-edge features for both rotational moulding experts
and newcomers alike:




High productivity – nearly double the hourly output, yet
simple and flexible to use.
High quality end product – great precision and geometric complexity.
State-of-the-art technology – suitable for innovative raw
materials and so far untried moulding conditions.

Thanks to SMART’s unprecedented features and Persico’s
know-how, material producers and research centres can expand their horizons and experiment with new materials under
moulding conditions previously unattainable with traditional
rotomoulding processes. Newcomers can also benefit from the
easy-to-implement, advanced turnkey technology.
SMART is the start of a new era in rotational moulding.
For further information please contact Sales Manager Alberto Carrara, ph. +39 035 4531 811,
Alberto.Carrara@persico.com.

Rotational Molding Division
TopCon 2016
Don’t miss your opportunity to participate in
the RMD’s 2016 TopCon June 5-8
Table Tops : $300
Sponsorships: $1200, $600, $300
Contact Russ Boyle at 727-379-3072 or
Russ.boyle@gulfviewplastics.com for more
information
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Designer’s Corner

WALL THICKNESS
CONSIDERATIONS
By: Glenn Beall

The first three articles in this series
started with the Spring 2007 issue of the
Product Design & Development Division’s
newsletter. Those articles dwelt on rotational
molding product design and the important differences between product design and part design. This series of articles were written by Glenn Beall.

Editor’s Note:
This is the fourth in a series of
twenty-six articles that will review how to design rotationally
molded plastics parts and products. We look forward to publishing these articles over many
issues. This is a great opportunity
for newcomers to the community
as well as an always appreciated
chance for review of important
information.

As a new product progresses through product design and on into the part design phase, the emphasis changes.
During the product design phase the primary emphasis has to be on creating a structure that will satisfy the functional
requirements of the product in its end-use environment. Part design is concerned with proportioning the individual
parts in an assembly in such a manner that they can provide that function and be economically produced.
The first decision to be made in finalizing the design of a rotationally molded part is to determine the part’s
nominal wall thickness. The thickness of a molded part is dictated by two primary considerations. The wall thickness
must provide for the functional requirements of the product while accommodating the molding requirements of the process. A flexible PVC medical waste collection bag might be strong enough to function properly with a 0.5mm (0.020
in.) wall thickness, but the molding process can only produce that shape with a 1.0mm (0.040 in.) thickness. In this
case processing would take priority over function and cost.
The ideal wall thickness is the thinnest wall that will provide for both the functional and processing requirements of the product. Thickness has a direct effect on cost. Plastic material represents a significant fixed cost that cannot be influenced by the molder or the customer. Thinner walls reduce both material cost and molding cycle time.
Generally speaking thinner is better.
The minimum allowable thickness is determined by strength requirements and the material’s ability to uniformly coat the cavity. The maximum allowable wall thickness is dictated by cycle time and the material’s ability to withstand the long, high temperature oven cycles without degradation.
Each plastic material responds differently to the rotational molding process. There are exceptions, but the
range of wall thicknesses that are suitable for the commonly molded materials are listed in Table I.

_______________________________________________________________________
TABLE I
Ideal______________________ Possible______________________
Plastic Material__ Min. mm (in.)

Max. mm (in.) Min. mm (in.)

Max. mm (in.)___

Polyethylene
Polypropylene
Polyvinyl Chloride
Nylon
Polycarbonate

12.70 (0.50)
6.40 (0.25)
10.16 (0.40)
20.32 (0.80)
10.16 (0.40)

50.80 (2.00)
10.16 (0.40)
25.40 (1.00)
31.75 (1.25)
12.70 (0.50)

1.50 (0.06)
1.50 (0.06)
1.50 (0.06)
2.50 (0.10)
2.00 (0.08)

0.50 (0.02)
0.75 (0.03)
0.25 (0.01)
1.50 (0.06)
1.50 (0.06)

This table lists both ideal and possible thicknesses. The best results will always be achieved by selecting a
thickness in the ideal range.
Continued on Page 14
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Rotational molding is not the ideal process for producing parts that require variation in wall thickness. The only
material that lends itself to wide variations in thickness is PVC. A special molding technique called “stop rotation” allows some parts to be produced with both thick and thin walls. This molding technique stops the rotation of the mold in
a specific position after the PVC has coated the cavity. Gravity then causes the ungelled liquid material to drain into the
lowest part of the cavity to create a thicker wall.
The rotational molding process is noted for its ability to produce hollow plastic parts with uniform wall thicknesses. Some gradually changing wall thickness can be produced by changing the thermal conductivity of the mold in
specific areas. Incorporating an aluminum panel into a fabricated steel mold would increase the thermal conductivity of
the cavity in that location. The aluminum surface of the cavity would reach molding temperature before the steel surfaces. The aluminum surfaces would then have a longer time to pick up the plastic powder than the steel surface would.
The same effect can be achieved by varying the wall thickness of a cast aluminum cavity. In other instances heatabsorbing projections are placed on the outside surface of a cavity in an area where a thicker wall is desirable. The reverse effect can be achieved by shielding or insulating portions of the cavity so that they take longer to heat up to molding temperature. These techniques and others extend the capabilities of the process, but rotational molding is at its best
producing hollow parts with uniform wall thicknesses.
A properly designed part and a good-quality mold that heats uniformly will produce parts with a uniform wall
thickness. This is highly desirable as parts containing thick walls take longer to form and to cool. The plastic in thick
walls stays hot longer and shrinks more than that in thin walls which cool faster. A molded part with both thick and thin
walls will have different shrinkage factors in different locations. These
differences in shrinkage create molded-in residual stress and a propensity for post-mold warpage.
The non-uniform cooling associated with variations in wall thickness also affects the percentage of crystallinity
in the molded part.
Rotational molding is an open molding process that defines only those surfaces of a part that are in contact with
the cavity. The inside surfaces are free-formed. Once the mold is built it does not change. The wall thickness is thereafter controlled by the amount of material put into the mold and the cycle-to-cycle variations of the process.
Continued on Page 15
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The exact wall thickness of a rotationally molded part cannot be specified in the common manner employed
for closed-molding processes such as injection and compression molding.
The ideal way to specify a wall thickness for this process is to indicate
both the nominal or average wall thickness and the minimum thickness
that is acceptable anywhere on the part, as depicted in Figure 4.
Wall thickness uniformity is dependent on the size and shape of
the part and the material being molded. A commercial thickness variation
is in the range of ±20%. Thickness variations of ±10% can be achieved in
some cases where uniformity is more important than part cost. These wall
thickness tolerances do not include this process’s tendency to produce
thickness variations at the corners of a part. That unique characteristic of
the rotational molding process will be reviewed in a later article on corner
radiuses.
One of the interesting and useful advantages of rotational molding
is that once the mold has been built it can be used to produce parts with thicker or thinner walls without mold changes
by simply charging the mold with more or less material. The optimum wall thickness can then be established by testing the actual part. These tests are always more reliable than strength calculation or speculation. There are few other
plastic molding processes that provide the designer with this capability.

This article is a condensed extract from G. L. Beall's Hanser Publishers book entitled "Rotational Molding Design,
Materials, Tooling, & Processing" available at hanser@ware-pak.com or phone (877) 751-5052.

Rivers Metal Products
3100 N 38th Street
Lincoln, NE 68504-1998
Tel: 402.467.9890
Fax: 402.466.0937
www.riversmetal.com

Fabricated Rotational Molds

What can SPE Membership do for you?
Looking for a career change in the plastics industry? Go to
http://www.4spe.org/membercenter/careers/index.php

You will find advice on managing change, search for opportunities, even post your resume.

Rotational Molding Division of
the Society of Plastics Engineers.
Society of Plastics Engineers
Division of Rotational Molding
13 Church Hill Road
Newtown, CT. 06470
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Phone: 847-549-9970
Fax: 847-549-9935
Your Award Winning Newsletter - 2005, 2006 & 2007

Classified Advertising Opportunities
The RMD Newsletter is an award-winning
publication available to thousands of SPE members on the RMD website.
This quarterly publication is well-read and received by international organizations and individuals involved in the rotational molding industry.
The RMD is now offering the opportunity for
you to reach the global rotational molding markets by placing classified advertising in upcoming editions.
RMD Classified Ads provide an
excellent opportunity for you to:


Sell new and used rotational molding equipment and accessories



Promote goods and services to the
rotational molding industry



Advertise for help wanted and positions wanted within the rotational
molding industry

Positions Wanted ads may be sent to:
Melissa.inman@gulfviewplastics.com
(919)-888-0940
For paid advertising contact:
Russ Boyle
(727)-379-3072
Russ.boyle@gulfviewplastics.com

Rotational Molding Division
Newsletter and Website Advertising
Business card size advertisement

$400/year

1/4 page size advertisement

$800/year

Advertising in the Newsletter also includes a business card size advertisement on the Rotational
Molding Divisions' website
Please contact Russ Boyle at 727-379-3072 or
russ.boyle@gulfviewplastics.com

View the current and previous
editions of the RMD Newsletter online
at www.rotational-molding.4spe.org

Rotational Molding Division of
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
(Online at www.4spe.org/join)

Treasurers
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RMD Interim Financial Report
SPE’s Rotational Molding Division
Annual Financial Report 2014-2015
July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015

Cash Balance: Beginning of Per iod

Actual
(proposed)
$44,687.94

Cash Receipts in Period:
SPE Rebate
Interest

$890.64
$49.48

Newsletter Ads/Sponsorships
Scholarships/Grants Fund
TopCon (TopCon 2014)

$0

Total Income in Period
Total Cash to be accounted for

$36,413.89
$81,101.83

$35,473.77

Cash Disbursements in Period:
Board Meetings
TopCon (TopCon 2014)
e-Newsletter Printing/Mailing
Awards (Student Papers)
Scholarships/Grants
ANTEC Expenses

$265.81
$500.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

Postage
Awards

$45.14
$1023.98

Memorial

$331.01

Website `
IDSA

$2799.88
$1000.00

Donation—Plastics Pioneers
$500
Website Domain name (2013-2022)
$
Webinar
$0.00
MISC (ARM booth
)
$738.83
Bank Fees
$23.48
Total Disbursements in Period
$7228.13
Cash Balance End of Period
$73,873.70
----------------------------------------------------------------The Cash Balance is made up as follows:
Scholarships/Grants (savings acc.) $0
Checking Account
$5,246.83
Savings Account
$68,626.87
Total Cash Balance
$73,873.70
----------------------------------------------------------------Respectfully submitted
By
Russ Boyle

Budget

SPE’s Digitized Presentations
are multimedia recordings of
past e-Live™
Presentations.
Available for
purchase on CD-ROM, they
include presentations on more
than 15 different plastics
processes. Past e-Live™
Presentations are archived
weekly. Go http://
www.4spe.org/elearning/ for
more information.

Interested in
sponsoring the
RMD Newsletter?
Please contact :
Russ Boyle at
Russ.boyle@gulfviewplastics.
com or call at (727) 379-3072

Welcome to SPE's
Ask PiP (People in
Plastics) discussion
forums.
Ask PiP is a
question/answer forum for the
plastics industry.
This free service has been
completely redesigned for
easier access, utilization and
functionality. We’ve added
many new features to save you
time and allow easier
navigation. Ask PiP will now
accommodate everyone. You
can contact others in your field,
post your questions or supply
answers. All for FREE.
http://www.askpip.org/
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Mark Kearns
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Kathy Schacht
Society of Plastics Engineers
6 Berkshire Blvd. Suite 306
Bethel, CT 06801-1065
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John Bartolomucci
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The Rotational Molding Division would like to acknowledge and thank the
following organizations that share their resources with the RMD by allowing and encouraging their employees to serve as members of the
RMD Board of Directors.
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